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RE-CONDITIONED MOTORS

• CAGE UP TO 1MW EX STOCK
• SLIP-RING UP TO 500KW EX STOCK
• DC MOTORS
• HIGH TENSION MOTORS 3.3KV
• GEARED MOTORS
• TWO SPEED MOTORS
• VIBRATOR MOTORS

NEW MOTORS

• CAGE UP TO 400KW EX STOCK
• SLIP-RING UP TO 315KW EX STOCK
• GEARED MOTORS  & VIBRATORS

TELEMECANIQUE ALTIVAR RANGE OF VARIABLE SPEED
DRIVES FROM 0.18 KW TO 75 KW AVAILABLE EX-STOCK

LARGE STOCKS OF ELECTRIC MOTOR SPARES
BOTH CURRENT AND OBSOLETE INCLUDING

BROOK CROMPTON SERIES 7 STEEL 
MOTOR SPARES
BROOK CROMPTON SERIES 6 CAST 
IRON MOTOR SPARES

• FAN COVERS
• TERMINAL BOX ASSEMBLIES
• ENDSHIELDS
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• SLIP-RING ASSEMBLIES
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• COOLING FANS
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AEMT
Comment...
By now most of you should have received the

new AEMT yearbook, (if not please contact us,

and we will send you one). One thing is very

noticeable, it is a lot thicker!

Membership of the AEMT continues to

grow, and the Association is now represented

in more than 20 countries, and by some very

high quality members.

The repair of pumps is extremely

important to many members, and for the first

time a complex pump shaft is on the cover of

the yearbook in recognition of this. The

takeover of RMB Engineering by the Deritend

Group, highlights the very high calibre of

mechanical engineering that some of the larger

members now possess. 

The range of electrical and mechanical

skills represented in the membership is

growing. It is probably not realised that in the

UK alone around 80 locations offer

Thermographic Surveys (these are listed on the

members chart and on the website), which

must be the largest number in any association.

The article on a Wyko survey in this issue,

points to a number of new areas, where this

facility is in demand.

Most companies now have a broader

range of business skills, and the profile on Park

Gate shows how these can work very well

independently of each other, but also act as a

tremendous support to each other. In fact the

sheer range of machines available from Park

Gate must be a great support to many

members as well.

A L P H A  E L E C T R I C S

For advertising and editorial articles

please contact: 

Tim Marks at The AEMT Ltd. St Saviours

House, St Saviours Place, York. YO1 7PJ.

Telephone: 44 (0) 1904 674899 

Fax: 44 (0) 1904 674896 

Email: admin@aemt.co.uk
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The Reclamation of Flameproof Parts: Roger Turton looks at the tighter
tolerances to be used in reclamation, if a flame path has been badly damaged.
Atex for Non Electrical Equipment is explained by David Brearley,
Certification Manager at Baseefa.
The Deritend Group Gears up for Growth. With the take over of RMB
Engineering, Deritend have taken a quantum leap.
Park Gate’s Aladdin’s Cave: There are a lot of unique things about
Park Gate. At 90, George Park still opens up the workshop every
morning, and they stock around 10,000 motors, and that’s just for
starters.
What defines a High Efficiency Motor? Andy Glover of WEG tries to unravel
some of the differences.
Wyko takes the Heat out of an Icebreaker. It is amazing where a
Thermographic Survey can take you. 
A simple Guide to Risk assessment. Croners give some basic advice on risk
assessments.
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Front Cover Photo: 
George Park with Frank Metcalfe on the Park Gate Stand at the Cumberland Agricultural Show

showing customers how a motor is wound. George celebrated his 90th birthday last month, and still

takes an active part in the company.
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Annex C of IEC60079-19: 2006, provides

new requirements and limitations for

flameproof equipment. The introduction to

this Annex informs us that evidence has

come to light that there have been

instances where equipment passed the

flame transmission tests with gaps set to

the maximum set by the manufacturer, but

failed the test when set to the larger gaps

permitted by the flameproof Standard.

If this is the case, does it not

undermine the dimensional flamepath

criteria that has been established for over

50 years and used in many different

flameproof Standards, to say nothing about

the many many thousands of machines that

have been produced using such

dimensions. The Standard refers to

“evidence”, but with such a significant issue

why was it not published in a scientific

paper or subject to independent scrutiny?

It appears the evidence came from

tests conducted in a laboratory, but what

can be produced in a laboratory is not

always what can be produced in the outside

world. Also why has this phenomenon only

recently come to light, when such

equipment has been subject to flame

transmission tests for 50 years. What has

changed?

It may have been of benefit if further

independent research had been conducted

to ascertain if certain equipment failed, and

if so under what circumstances, before

introducing limitations upon the repair

industry. But the new requirements have

been introduced, and until such time that

they are removed or modified, repairers of

Ex flameproof equipment will have to

comply with them, with greater care

required if any spares cannot be obtained,

and where flamepaths require to be

reclaimed.

The requirements are defined within the

Standard in Table (C.1) and a guidance

flowchart (Fig C.1). 

So what will the new requirements

mean in practice?  By referring to the

flowchart (Fig C.1) in the Standard, the

following examples demonstrate how they

will impact upon future repairs.

Example 1 - An Exd motor, which was

certified to IEC60079-1 for IIB gases, where

the Certificate has a suffix “X” (special

certification condition)

Step 1 (Is the certification documentation

available?) – In most cases the certification

documentation is not available to the

Repairer, so whilst this is the preferred

option, it is an unlikely one. 

Step 2 (Was the equipment originally

assessed using a test gap as given in the

Standard?) – Unlike previous Standards

such as BS 4683, IEC 60079-1 does not

require the test gap to be set at the

maximum permitted value. So for this

example, we have to move to the next stage.

Step 3 (Did the Standard require a suffix “X”

be marked on the equipment if the test gap

was less than that specified in the

Standard?) – The Standard used (IEC60079-

1) does require a suffix “X” if the test gap is

less than that permitted by the Standard. 

We know the equipment in the example

has a suffix “X” and therefore unless the

Repairer has access to the certification

documentation, he is unable to ascertain if

the “X” refers to some limitation on the

flamepath gap or some other unrelated

factor. 

In such a case the Repairer would

either have to obtain a copy of the

certification documentation, in order to

ascertain the reason for the “X” or be

unable to proceed with reclaiming a

damaged flamepath, unless the dimensions

of the flamepath were known, or could be

accurately deduced (e.g. from an

undamaged section of the flamepath)

This new requirement now highlights

the additional need for Users to obtain

adequate information when purchasing Ex

equipment, so allowing them to provide

their Ex Repairer with adequate information.

Example 2 - An Exd motor, which was

certified to EN50 014 and EN50 018 for IIB

gases, where again the Certificate has a

suffix “X” (special certification condition). It

has been in service for several years and

has worn and damaged flamepaths.

Step 1 and 2 are as above

Step 3 is not applicable as the

Standard (EN50 018) did not require the

use of the “X” in cases where the values

used are less than the values in the

Standard.

Step 4 (Asks if the certification body had a

policy which required an “X” be marked on

the equipment if the test gap was less than

that permitted by the Standard) With approx

40 such bodies in Europe alone issuing

certificates, how is the Repairer expected to

know what is the policy of each Body.
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EX
Baseefa Certification Website:

www.baseefa-cert.biz

Reclamation of
flameproof parts -
guidance
The new IEC60079-19: 2006 Standard introduces new requirements and
limitations for flameproof parts. The practical implementation of the
requirements is considered by Roger Turton, Managing Director of
Baseefa Certification,                               

Baseefa Certification Ltd

Repair of Ex Equipment

Training Course

Implementing IEC60079-19:2006

The Ex Repair Standard (IEC60079-19) has been

revised and published. It contains many new and

enhanced requirements for both the users of Ex

equipment and for Ex Repairers.

This course is designed to provide a clear understanding

of the new requirements along with pragmatic

implementation solutions.

Courses at

Gatwick: Wed 12 Sept 07

Stoke on Trent (J15 M6) Tues 18 Sept 07

Cost £245 + VAT (Discounts for Baseefa Certification

customers)

Whether you are an Ex Repair manager, supervisor or

operative, this course will suit you. It will also benefit

users of Ex equipment as their new responsibilities and

requirements are also included

To gain the benefits of pragmatic implementation,

increased staff confidence, avoidance of costly

mistakes. reduced implementation time, plus an IEC

60079-19 audit checklist, then to book a place,

Please contact Baseefa Training on:

Tel/Fax: 01538 398509

E-Mail: training@baseefa-cert.biz

Information and knowledge are the key to

reducing your risks

Training & Solutions

www.baseefa-cert.biz

Baseefa
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Assuming the Certification Body has such a

policy (such as Baseefa 2001 Ltd), then in

this example the equipment is marked with

an “X”, the Repairer will again have to

obtain the certification documentation in

order to ascertain if there are flamepath

dimensional restrictions, before proceeding.

These first two examples are for motors,

which are fairly commonly seen by repairers,

and demonstrate the additional care

required and the extra limitations placed

upon them.

There is an almost endless list of

examples and therefore the Repairer will

have to introduce additional checks and

procedures to ensure that compliance is

maintained. Basically each repair is virtually

a one off and what was good for the last

item repaired may not be for the next one

The following further examples are to

demonstrate how the new factors can

influence the decisions that will have to 

be made. 

Example 3 - An Exd motor, which was

certified for IIC gases

Step 9d states that reclamation to

damaged gaps is not permitted for 11C

equipment. In such a case a replacement

part would have to be obtained, which may

cause delays and what happens if the

manufacturer has either ceased trading or

supporting such a product?

Example 4 - An Exd motor, which was

certified to BS4683 for IIB gases

Step 10a requires that the values in the

current edition of IEC 60079-1 be used. Hence

the values given in BS4683 are obsolete in

this example and the Repairer now has two,

not just one Standard to refer to.

Also, Step 10b states that where 40%

of the appropriate value as given in

IEC60079-1 is smaller than the credible

manufacturing gap, then the smallest

credible manufacturing gap is used. But

where is the “smallest credible

manufacturing gap” defined?  In this case

we are now looking at the possibility of

subjective judgements and differing values

being set by different Repairers, which may

not be the preferred way to write Standards

or provide user confidence.

In conclusion, the introduction of the

requirements may have been done with the

best of intentions, but without the benefit of

independently proven technical evidence.

The added problem being that it may also

lead to a more onerous and commercially

challenging situation where the reputable

repairer is unable to compete with those

that choose to ignore these requirements

and thereby the standard of repairs may be

lowered, not raised as was intended.

The user has now got an even more

important roll to play if a lowering of

standards is to be avoided. Clause 4.3.4 of

IEC60079-19: 2006 requires the user to

ascertain that the Repairer can

demonstrate compliance with the relevant

stipulations of the Standard. Hence with

more and increasingly detailed

requirements now available, how does the

user know if the Ex Repairer actually

complies? One way is for the user to insist

that Ex Repairers are certified to IEC60079-

19, which not only provides them with

independent assurance, but also provides

the competent Ex Repairer with a clear

market advantage.

IEC 60079 19:2006 has been

published by IEC and is available directly

from IEC (www.iec.ch) or from BSI

Standards. It has not yet become a

European (EN Standard) or British Standard

(BSI Standard) but is expected to be

adopted by both Standards Bodies in the

Autumn, without any change to the

requirements.

The rotor for a submersible motor being checked at Hayward Tyler,  before assembly into an offshore seawater lift pump.

Always busy...

Power and productivity
for a better worldTM

ABB Process Performance motors are designed 

for the lowest energy consumption and an

operating life beyond 20 years. It helps reduce

daily running costs as well as the total lifecycle

cost of your machinery.

Our network of ABB Motor Service Partners can provide spares and

support at short notice, helping you to maximise uptime and further

reduce the lifetime cost of your plant.

This is only one of the many ways that we can help to improve 

your process.

To find out more, visit: www.abb.co.uk/energy

...finding new ways to improve
your process
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Why not join all of these satisfied
companies?
All these companies have purchased EMIR to help run
their businesses:

Customers and 
Testimonials

“From our point of view, EMIR Professional has proved to be an excellent
choice. The suitability of the functionality to our multi-site operation allows us

to manage our entire business very closely, and the quality of service and
support we have received means that the implementation of EMIR and

EMIR’s day-to-day operation since, have both gone very smoothly.”
Mr. Martin Savage (Director) Mid-Kent Electrical.

“It's so easy for everyone to use, and all our records are 
now readily accessible within seconds. (No more searching for hours for that
lost piece of paperwork). The Finance system holds so much information that
our audit went extremely smoothly, and finally the ability to tailor the system

to our own individual needs at a very reasonable cost is brilliant.”
Ms. Chris Swan (Finance Director) Brownings Electric Co. Ltd.

“The system has allowed me to control the business much 
more effectively by reducing operating costs, and allowing 

business expansion without the expected associated 
increase in costs. But more importantly my staff would not 

change back to our old system for the world.”
Mr. Ron Ransley (Managing Director) T.A. Boxalls Engineering Ltd

“We are delighted to have found a system that is so well suited to our
business and at such a reasonable cost. We would have no hesitation in

recommending EMIR and Solutions in I.T. to anyone considering purchasing
such a system.”

Mr. Graham Brooker (Director), Wilson Electric

“The EMIR system has been superb and the company has definitely moved
forward as a result. EMIR has all the facilities to generate the reports we

need whilst the job costing and invoicing processes have been accelerated
markedly. It’s really helping to bring our company into the 21st Century.”

Paul Barnett (Commercial Manager), DORLEC Limited, Derbyshire.

Our EMIR “Standard” and “Professional” 
solutions come with on-site Training and 

Software Support as standard. 

AA Winders Ltd, (Dunstable)
ABCO Rewinds (Motherwell)
AER Ltd (Kent)
A.D.C. Electrical (Washington)
Advanced Electrical Services Ltd
(Birmingham)
Advanced Precision Maintenance
(Letchworth)
Aire Valley Electrical (Leeds)
Arfon Rewinds (Liverpool and Caernarfon)
A.S.K. Rewinds Ltd (Blackburn)
Associated Electrical Repairs (Cornwall)
Bandon Rewinds (Cork, Ireland)
Bearings and Drives (Middlesex)
Boardley and Roberts (Ipswich)
Bradford Armature Winding Co (Bradford)
Brownings Electric Company Ltd (Barking)
Burscough Rewinds (Lancs)
Central Electrical (AW) Ltd (Liverpool)
Clarich Ltd (Rugby)
Cornwall Pump & Motor Rewinds Ltd
(Cornwall)
Coulstock & Place Ltd (Doncaster)
Davies & Hall (Lancaster)
Delton Electric (Birmingham)
Detailed Services Ltd (Manchester)
DK Rewinds (Birmingham)
DORLEC (Derbyshire)
E&C Rewinds (Narbeth, Wales)
Eclipse Electrical Engineers (York)
EMR Brackley (Northants)
EMR Silverthorn Ltd (Middlesex)
Electrical Repair Services (Various,
Ireland).
Faralectric (Sheffield)
Foreman Electrical Services (Rainham)
Fulmak Rewinds (Long Eaton)
Fyfe Wilson and Co. Ltd (Bishop
Stortford)
GEM Rewinds Ltd (Warwick)
Greenwoods Electrical Services (Darlington)
H.A. Kidd Electrical Engineers Ltd (Cardiff)
Hereford Rewinds (Hereford)
Hewson and Turrell (Grimsby)

HG Rewinds (Stoke)
Heasells Electromechanical Services
(Royston)
Holt & Martin Electrical (Bury)
Houghton International Ltd (Newcastle)
JB Rewinds (Warrington)
John McNicol and Co Ltd (Glasgow)
Kirkby Lindsey Electrical Eng Co Ltd
(Hull)
Knowlton & Newman Ltd (Various, UK)
LC Kittow and Co Ltd (Southampton)
Levern Engineering (Glasgow)
Long Eaton Rewinds (Long Eaton)
Mawdsleys (Bristol)
Mid-Kent Electrical Ltd (Various, UK)
Montrose Electrical Engineering Co.
(Montrose)
MTS Industrial (Wellingborough)
Newark Electric Motors Ltd (Newark)
Park Gate & Co (Carlisle) [CALS Only]
Pumps and Motors (UK) Ltd (Barking)
Pumpseal (Southampton)
Questek Marketing (South Africa)
Rotamec Ltd (Cheddar)
Slater Drive Systems Ltd (Newcastle
upon Tyne)
SC Rewinds (Belfast)
StarDelta Ltd (Grimsby)
Stewart Rewinds Ltd (Glasgow)
S.W. Electrical Repairs Ltd (Burnley)
T.A. Boxalls (Horley, Surrey)
Technique Electrical Repairs (Kent)
Thomas, Wilch and High (Norwich)
Twenty Twenty Maintenance Services
(Slough)
Wearside Rewinds (Washington)
Webb-Elec Ltd (Birmingham)
Wilson Electric (Battersea) Ltd
W.G.M. Engineering (Glasgow)
W.H. Shoebridge Ltd (Various UK)
W.S. Henderson’s (Manchester)
Wyre Repairs Ltd (Maidenhead),
and more…   

EMIR
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t: +44 (0)191 234 3000 www.houghton-international.com f: +44 (0) 191 263 7873

We also provide solutions for:
• Complete DC traction and industrial repairs 
• Vacuum Pressure Impregnation (VPI)

• Commutator TIG Welding

• MPI & MIG Welding

• Balancing

• DC load testing

Are you risking it all in the bull run every time

you buy coils? Then run to us. Our customers 

don’t run away…because there’s no risk.
A brief introduction to the standards for

non-electrical equipment for use in

potentially explosive atmospheres.

By David Brearley of Baseefa (2001)

Ltd. of Buxton, Derbyshire.

The Certification Manager, primarily

responsible for Reliability Concepts (Ex e

and Ex n) and Non-electrical Certification.

Historically, only electrical equipment used

in Hazardous Areas required certification,

but in 2004 ATEX changed this in Europe.  A

new set of standards was introduced for

non-electrical equipment, so that now a

pump, fan, gearbox, or compressor needs to

comply with the Atex directives. EN13463-1:

2001 describes the basic method and

general requirements for all non-electrical

equipment for potentially explosive

atmospheres, and this is used, as

appropriate, with parts 2 to 8 below:

The new standards:
EN13463-2: 2004. Protection by flow

restricting enclosure ‘fr’

This is suitable for category 3

equipment only, for use in zone 2 areas of

low risk. Protection is achieved by the

design of the equipment enclosure, to

ensure it is sealed well enough to reduce

the possibility of gas ingress. This is very

similar to the restricted breathing concept

for Ex n electrical equipment.

EN13463-3   Protection by Flame-proof

enclosure ‘d’

This is suitable for category 2 equipment,

and most of the document cross-refers to

the electrical standard for flameproof

equipment, EN60079-1.

EN13463-4   Protection by Inherent Safety

is not currently used.

EN13463-5; 2003   Protection by

Constructional Safety ‘c’

This is also suitable for Category 2

equipment. Protection is achieved by

increasing the reliability of the equipment

by the suitable choice of materials, de-

rating of bearings etc. It shows a very

similar philosophy to the increased safety

Ex “e” standard for electrical equipment.

EN13463-6: 2005   Protection by Control

of Ignition Sources ‘b’

This is also suitable for Category 2

equipment. Protection is achieved by the

use of temperature, vibration monitoring

etc. to prevent potential ignition sources

becoming effective. However, the reliability

and effectiveness of monitoring devices has

to be proven.

EN13463-7   Protection by Pressurisation ‘p’

This is currently not issued as a

separate non-electrical standard, reference

should be made to the electrical standard

EN60079-2 for the concepts.

EN13463-8   Liquid immersion ‘k’

This is suitable for category 2

equipment. Protection is achieved by

coating or immersion in a protective liquid.

It is very similar in practice to oil immersion,

Ex “o”, for electrical equipment and the

obvious application is in gearboxes.

Flexibility and opportunities
There are major differences between the

certification of electrical and non-electrical

Atex and Non-electrical
Equipment
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Menzel Elektromotoren GmbH | Neues Ufer 19-25 | D–10553 Berlin
Tel: +49 (0)30 – 34 99 22-0 | Fax: +49 (0)30 – 34 99 22-66 | info@menzel-elektromotoren.com

immediately available
from in-house stock!

High voltage motors

Direct current motors

Low-voltage motors

Slip-ring motors

www.menzel-elektromotoren.com

• Founded 1927

• Sales worldwide

• Certified according to 

DIN EN ISO 9001

• Vast stock on more than

22,000 m2 in 3 warehouses

• 20,000 motors ready for

delivery from stock

• 2,000 high voltage motors 

available from stock

• Special motors of all kinds

• Custom production

according to specifications

1927–2007
80 years of experience!

equipment. The standards for electrical

equipment are very prescriptive, so similar

products from different manufacturers will

all have been assessed against the same

requirements.

However, the approach for non-electrical

certification allows the manufacturer much

more flexibility. To start with, the

manufacturer is able to “self-certify”

Category 2 non-electrical equipment. Also,

the whole certification process is based on a

risk assessment, and clearly if you ask 10

different people to do a risk assessment on

the same product, you will get 10 slightly

different answers. But the flexibility does not

stop there. Once the risk assessment has

been completed, the manufacturer can

choose how they deal with potential ignition

sources highlighted in the risk assessment.

This flexibility might be good for the

manufacturer but it causes you, the repairer,

some problems. To highlight some of these

problems, we’ll consider the example of an

ATEX category 2 pump.

Category 2 equipment has to be shown

to be safe under normal operation and

under what is termed ‘expected

malfunction’. The risk assessment below is

by no means complete, but is sufficient to

illustrate the potential problems that need to

be taken into account.

In the example (right), I have chosen

constructional safety ‘c’ to make sure

bearing failure does not become an effective

ignition source. The manufacturer could

equally have chosen control of ignition

sources ‘b’ or, depending on the design,

liquid immersion ‘k’.

The Atex marking on this pump would tell

you that constructional safety “c” and control

of ignition “b” sources had been applied to

make sure the pump is safe. However

without full access to the manufacturer’s

technical file, you would not know how they

had applied these standards.

Some of this information will be made

available to the end user such as

instructions, certificate (or declaration of

conformity), and very specific information on

any monitoring devices/circuits they should

be using.

For a complicated piece of equipment,

the risk assessment can easily run to

several pages and this is where a Notified

Body, such as Baseefa, can help in the

preparation of the technical file, to ensure

that the process is completed correctly.

www.baseefa.com 

Cat 3 Cat 2 Cat 1
Normal

operation
Expected

malfunction
Rare malfunction Method applied

to prevent
ignition source

becoming
effective

Protection
concept

Temperature 
rise at full load

Thermal tests
show that the
maximum
temperature in
normal
operation was
85°C.The pump
has a
temperature
classification 
of T4.

Bearing failure The bearing is
de-rated by 50%
and the
instructions
specify
replacement
after 50000
hours.

Constructional
safety ‘c’

Pumping
against blocked
output

Pressure
transducers
monitor input
and output
pressure.
Deviation of
more than 10%
above normal
working
pressure cuts
off the drive
motor

Control of
ignition sources
‘b’

Want a Repairer to Repair 
Hazardous Area Equipment

to BS IEC 60079 19?

Look no further than
The International AEMT Ex Register 

www.aemt.co.uk.

Courses on Hazardous Area Equipment 
repair held in Aberdeen, Dubai, Loughborough, 

and Kuala Lumpur see our website.



Deritend traces its history back to 1898,

and has been continuously evolving in the

engineering services sector since then. In

2001 the team headed by Richard Hale put

together a management buyout for Deritend

Electro-Mechanical Services from Lee

Beesley, which was owned by the French

Group GTIE. Richard Hale had been with

Deritend for eight years, having previously

trained with Rolls Royce. At the time the

managers in the buyout team were running

a number of the service centres with

Richard Hale, General Manager of

Wolverhampton, Gordon Bridges, General

Manager of Luton, and Ian Davis, General

Manager of Preformed Windings.

The Deritend Group was established as a

result of the management buyout, and

operated in four main areas: 

• Service and Repair, which at this stage

was operating from six centres at

Wolverhampton, Birmingham, Grimsby,

Luton, Stoke on Trent, and Pontypridd.

These facilities concentrated on Electro

Mechanical Services, Automation &

Control, Maintenance Management,

and Industrial Engineering Services.

• High Voltage Coil Maufacture at

Preformed Windings in Sheffield,

concentrating on High Voltage and

Traction type armature coils. Rewind

and repair of machines up to 13.8kV.

• Induction Heating Services in Walsall,

originally Lee Beesley Mechanical and

Electrical, it operates from the amazing

address of Robust Works, Rolling Mill

Street, in Walsall. It has a niche market

with services to the “Hot metal

industry” on induction heating and

melting equipment, and is UK agent 

for CEFI. 

• Aviation Windings at Luton, specialised

in wound components for motors and

generators for in flight operations.

Journalaemt

The Deritend Group Gears
up for Growth
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Ian Davis, Deritend Sales Director, Mark Brady of RMB, and Stuart Smith, Deritend Finance Director, watch Richard Hale, Deritend’s Managing Director, shake hands on the
acquisition with Ray Brady, Managing Director of RMB.



Any management team is under great

pressure to perform exceptionally so that the

financiers can achieve their exit strategy. With

a new energetic management team with clear

objectives, the Deritend Group were soon able

to give their venture capital investor their exit

route in November 2003. They had secured

major contracts with Severn Trent amongst

others and were looking to enhance their

geographical capability. 

To increase their service base it

purchased the East Midlands Industrial

Rewinds (EMIR) in Ashby de la Zouche in

April 2005. The company was particularly

strong in pump refurbishment. This was the

first purchase of a family firm by the team

and was strategically placed close to the

M42 and M1 within easy reach of Derby,

Nottingham, and Leicester. They had also

expanded into another branch at the

Chertsey Water Treatment Works in Surrey,

and moved the work from Stoke on Trent to

the other branches close by.

In August 2005 a major decision was

made to sell the aviation winding business

to AEM part of UMECO, who are a leading

international service provider to the

aerospace and defence industry. Aviation

Windings was based in Luton and employed

around 30 people. The sale could not have

been better for both parties, UMECO having

a major presence in the aviation industry to

expand aviation windings.  Deritend on the

other hand now had the financial clout to

look for further acquisitions and reinvest

the funds in areas of prime interest

This allowed Deritend to concentrate on

the continued development of its

contractual business and the future growth

of the service centre network. Just before

the sale Deritend had formed the new

Deritend Machine Tool Services Division to

focus on the maintenance of machine tools

primarily to develop the business on a

contractual basis.

The group now operates in eight areas

of competence: customised asset

management, electro-mechanical,

maintenance, energy management, product

sales, preformed windings, induction

services, and automation and control.

In May 2007, Deritend aquired the

gearbox specialists RMB Engineering. A

coup, which has helped the MBO team on

their focused acquisition trail. For a national

service provider it has added locations at

West Bromwich, and helped the group to

move further North to Middlesbrough, and

also into Scotland with a Dundee branch.

It has added additional high quality

machining facilities, fabrication and extra

engineering capacity. To quote Ian Davis,

the Deritend Group Sales Director” There is

a tremendous synergy between the two

businesses that will strengthen the Deritend

Group, as a whole. The 24/7 service

philosophy will remain, covering electrical

and mechanical equipment with contracted

minimum response times and overnight

repairs also available.

Ray Brady the Managing Director of RMB

also confirmed the synergy saying” We have

created a maintenance and production

departments dream; a total one stop

engineering service that can deliver quality

and value in a very competitive market place.

With a new energetic
management team with
clear objectives, the
Deritend Group were
soon able to give their
venture capital investor
their exit route in
November 2003. They
had secured major
contracts with Severn
Trent amongst others
and were looking to
enhance their
geographical capability. 
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Mark and Ray Brady with the Directors of Deritend Group outside the RMB workshops in West Bromwich.



We are delighted with this joining of two highly

respected Midlands engineering companies.”

So why are RMB Engineering Services

such a good fit with Deritend? They were

established in 1981 and now have a very

substantial 50,000 square foot purpose

built unit at West Bromwich, and specialise

in the repair of industrial gearboxes from 1

kg to over 15 tonnes. They operate around

the clock 24/7  breakdown machining

service, turning shafts up to 5 metres in

length. They have coded welders capable of

manufacturing structures in steel, stainless

steel, copper and aluminium up to 6 tonnes.

Their repairs are to ISO 9001 2000 and

wherever possible they use manufacturers

spare parts, but have a library of drawings

and the tooling to manufacture any spares

not immediately available, or if the machine

is technically obsolete. 

All types of fixed and variable speed

units are catered for, single or double worm

reduction, Helical and Helical bevel geared

motors, Hydrostatic variators, ball and belt

variators, epicyclic units, Shaft mounted

geared units, bevel units etc. They also

carry a large range of new units being major

stockists of Benzler worm gear units,

Sumitomo cyclo, David Brown, Siti, ST worm

reducers, to mention just a few, as well as a

large range of TECO Westinghouse motors,

motor gear units and inverters. They also

carry a large range of power transmission

products: couplings, belts, chains, bearings

and Delta engineering adhesives. All

available 24 hours.

However the facilities for breakdown and

CNC machining, fabrication and engineering

are impressive and are operated on a three

shift system. In such a large building you

would expect a wide range of machinery and

their capabilities include turning, milling,

vertical and horizontal boring, CNC

machining, slotting and gear cutting,

grinding, Mig, Tig, Arc welding and

fabrication. CNC Plasma cutting, metal

spraying, hard chromium plating, guillotining,

brake press folding, and design /CAD. The

site has a lot of cranage with a 15 tonne

single lift or assemblies up to 35 tonnes. All

of this is backed up by an engineering team

that can take a project through from the

application to the full design and

manufacture or production, PAD for short.

They pride themselves in coming up with

ideas and solutions that are feasible.

The last word must go to Richard Hale, the

Managing Director of the Deritend Group:

“This acquisition is part of Deritend’s

strategy to enhance its mechanical

engineering skills base, underpinning plans

to move the Deritend Group further into the

provision of onsite engineering solutions

supported by world class service centres.

RMB strengthens these capabilities

particularly in respect to gearboxes,

machining, fabrication and distribution.

Deritend will continue to search for

acquisitions that compliment the Asset

management and Energy Efficiency strategy

that drives the companies growth.”

The growth of the Deritend Group over the

past five and a half years is impressive,

particularly when the industry is not known

for being glamorous or dynamic, it has now

grown from six to ten service centres, with a

quantum leap in turnover. At this stage the

Group has only just begun to flex its wings,

but still remains very clearly focused on

where it is going, and by past performance

it will certainly get there.

This acquisition is part of
Deritend’s strategy to
enhance its mechanical
engineering skills base,
underpinning plans to
move the Deritend Group
further into the provision
of onsite engineering
solutions supported by
world class service
centres. RMB strengthens
these capabilities
particularly in respect to
gearboxes, machining,
fabrication and distribution.
Deritend will continue to
search for acquisitions that
compliment the Asset
management and Energy
Efficiency strategy that
drives the companies
growth.” 
Richard Hale, Managing Director,
Deritend Group.
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The Complete Range for Rewind and Repair

Whitelegg Machines Ltd, Beare Green, Dorking, RH5 4LQ

Whitelegg have a complete equipment range for the motor rewinder and repairer together with
parts, components and full technical support. 

WM4000
• Fully automatic PC controlled and

inverter driven  winding machine. 

• On-screen winding graphics 

• Winding database includes transformer
and DC coil programs 

• Automatic layer winding and accurate
indexing position between coils 

• Automatic stop for wire breakage 

Speedfit Bearing Heater 
Easy and rapid bearing fitting at an
excellent price

• 3 different sizes available 3, 4 and 8 kW 

• For bearings up to 300 mm diameter.

• Midi 3 kW version incorporates timer
and power control for small bearings 

• Bearings heated in a few seconds

Motatest
• Unique comprehensive battery powered,

motor tester immediate go/no
go indication 

• 4000V DC test 

• Winding resistance test 

• Up to 10 different tests
possible 

This is a superb low cost test
apparatus ideal for portable and
bench use

RJW Bearing/pulley extractor 
• 50 or 100 ton hydraulic power 

• Electrically adjustable working height 

• Very robust construction 

• Optional beam for pushing
bearings/couplings onto shafts 

• One man operation 

tel: 01306 713200  email: sales@whitelegg.com  www.whitelegg.com

Call or email our sales office for immediate information and quotes.

www.siracertification.com

IECEx Service Facility
Approval Scheme
Accreditation for Service 
Facilities in the Ex industry

Sira is the first IECEx Certification Body in the world to be

issued with the IECEx certificate of approval under the Service

Facility Programme, allowing us to offer the assessment and 

on-site audit of organisations that provide a Repair and Overhaul

service to the Ex industry.

IECEx Scheme developed with active 
participation from Sira.

Links with other Sira Certification Schemes  
- Competence Professional & EASA Training 
& Competence Assessment.

Scheme is applicable to facilities working with 
all types of ATEX/IECEx & other certified Ex equipment.

Gives the Service Facility a competitive advantage 
in the marketplace.

Assessments carried out against IEC 60079-19, 

in accordance with Scheme rules IECEx 03

Sira QA Services
• ATEX QAN &  IECEx QAR

• QA ‘Healthcheck’

• ISO 9001: 2000 Assessment

• Training & Technical Advice

For more information about the scheme please contact Sira

The Accredited Way to Repair

Tel: +44 (0) 1244 670900
Email: qa@siracertification.com
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As the company has grown it has moved into

larger premises. In the early 1950’s they

moved to West Tower Street, about twenty

years later they moved onto Lancaster Street

in Carlisle. With continued expansion and after

another twenty years, they moved again in

1999, to the existing site in Kingstown

Industrial Estate, with a large modern building. 

This long established Robert Park, and

Ian Park now run family business with their

father, George, still an active director in the

company. It is now one of the largest

electrical companies in Cumbria employing

well over 60 people. 

Park Gate and Company are now

represented in five areas of business, each

very successful in their own rite.

New and Reconditioned 
Motor Sales:
The company have been supplying new and

re-conditioned electric motors since 1946.

They have been Crompton Parkinson agents

since the early 1950’s, and are now one of

the countries leading Brook Crompton

Drives Engineering Centres & Distributors.

During this time they have built up an

enviable reputation for carrying very large

stocks backed up by a huge amount of

expertise.

What is a large stock in Park Gate

terms? Over ten thousand motors at any

time, ranging from 0.09KW to 1200KW. 

Yes, no mistake over 10 thousand motors at

any one time!

They carry Squirrel Cage motors up to

600kW, and are probably unique in stocking

Brook Crompton World Series Premium

Efficiency Cage motors right up to 400KW,

they also have a large number of two speed

Last year Park Gate and Company Ltd. celebrated their 60th year, so it is rare indeed to find the founder of the

company still actively taking calls in the workshops. George Park founded the business in October 1946 with

Ernie Gate, and Jack Burrows, originally in Fisher Street in Carlisle. Although he is a very young 90, George Park

still sets the example and opens up the workshop before 7.00am every morning!

Journalaemt

George Park
When George Park was born in 1917 the

world was a very different place. He has

lived in the same village all his life, and

drew water from the well until he was 9

years old. He became an apprentice at

Smith and Co. in 1934 as an armature

winder. Three years before the Hindenburg

Zeppelin burst into flames.  The first

television came to his village when he was

38 in 1955, shortly after he had married his

wife Dot.

The secrets to long life are obvious: He

has never been inside a supermarket, never

smoked, never cooked a meal, but ate fish

and chips for lunch every day for fifty years!

He has never gone jogging nor been inside

a gym, but he played cricket for the village

team until he was 60.  He was a wildfowler

and a haaf net fisherman, (an ancient

Viking way of catching Salmon and Sea

trout still carried on by Robert). He has

been church organist for 70 years, and was

a talented pianist playing in a dance band

throughout the war years. 

When George Park was born Lloyd

George was prime minister, and Woodrow

Wilson was President of America, but if you

met George you really would not guess it.

He really is a very, very young ninety, and

still has a great fascination for life, and

helping people. When asked if he still drove,

he smiled and admitted that no one else

would get him to work for 7.00 o’clock in the

morning! 
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Park Gate has an Aladdin’s
Cave hidden away in Carlisle

motors, predominantly by BCP. These are

complimented by a range of clutches and

brakes by Lenze and Binder.

Slip-Ring motors are available from

11hp to 370kW, with a complete range of

new Brook Slip Ring Motors, off the shelf,

right up to the largest sizes, they also keep

in stock VEM cast iron slip-ring motors in

132KW, 150KW, 200KW and 250KW,

which are still in strong demand by quarries.

DC motors are represented by Bull,

Reliance, Mawdsley, Thrige Scott, Lawrence

Scott etc. with approximately 100 different

types in their warehouse.

There is a similar range of High Tension

Motors from 75hp to 900kW by GEC

Alsthom, Brush, Parsons Peebles, Lawrence

Scott, Mather & Platt, LSE etc. which with

the current long lead times on these

machines, could really help a company out.  

Geared motors are currently held in

stock up to 100kW including such names

as NECO, Bauer, SEW Eurodrive, Opperman,

David Brown, Fenner, Renold etc. etc. They

carry over 1,500 types, so try and catch

them out!

Over 100 different types of vibrator

motors by Invicta, Grantham, and

Vibratechniques are available ex stock, and

a range of drum motors serviced with Joki

and BDL. All the motors they carry are listed

in their “Reconditioned Electric Motor

Catalogue,” which is sent out free of charge

to potential customers.

The Park Gate still sells and repairs a large number of slipring motors.

Caught posing! No sparks, no goggles! Working on a Series 7 rotor.

Ian Park at his desk having just secured some good contracts!
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Robert Park is still very active in buying

surplus motor stocks, but it is also well

worth noting that he has bought surplus

stocks and end of line spares plus

drawings. If you are looking for Brook spares

that are now obsolete, Robert Park probably

saved them from going to the scrapman. He

has pallets of endshields, cowls, bearing

housings etc. in particular he has a large

range of Series 7 fan cowls, fans, end

shields, terminal box assemblies etc.

Likewise for the Series 6, he has the slip

ring assemblies, Brushgear, brushes,

bearing covers etc. He is probably the only

person in the world, with spares for the

Newman hollow shaft motors!As these

spares run out he is able to get fan cowls

made to the original pattern, or copy spares

from motors he has in stock.

I am sure that Robert Park is often the

knight in shining armour, getting seemingly

impossible demands to repair old, obsolete,

or long lead time equipment, up and

running from his vast range of stock.

The “Green Credentials” of such a huge

stock is unmistakable, with all the motors

being reconditioned to as good as new

condition and performance, at a fraction of

the cost to the environment that a new

large machine would cost, even if one could

find them off the shelf! All their recycled

motors are given a new lease of life for at

least another ten to fifteen years. 

This is no ordinary stock. It is an

“Alladins Cave” and housed in a huge Ex

MOD building of 33,000 square foot, about

a mile from their main premises. The total

area is racked floor to roof with heavy duty

racking, with all the motors clean, dry, and

located by bin number. There are not many

gaps on the shelves, but Robert is still

buying any motors that are of interest, and

large motors were shooting out to help

companies in Sheffield, Hull, and

Doncaster, where the floods had submerged

some fairly major factories.

Electric Motor Repair and Rewind. 
Donald Watt runs the Motor Rewind and

Repair department, which employs a very

experienced team of time-served qualified

Armature Winders. This department

accounts for about a quarter of the staff at

Park Gate. As well as supporting some

major customers in the area, it also works

hand in glove with the sales department to

ensure that any second hand machine is

Robert Park holding up an obsolete fan cowl he has had made.

One of the aisles showing some of the 1,000’s of motors, ex stock in the vast old MOD building.
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fully reconditioned and tested before it goes

out to a customer. In a separate area in the

workshop, Gary Wilson repairs a range of

power tools. If required, the staff will carry

out essential sitework and maintenance,

including brush and bearing changes, as

well as removing and refitting the machines

they repair. Thermal imaging surveys can

also be carried out to identify equipment,

which may be about to fail.

The facilities available at the workshop

include a comprehensive test centre,

dynamic balancing, a machine shop, and a

10 tonne overhead travelling crane. They

have just installed a new burn out oven

from Pollution Control. A number of the staff

are qualified to carry out repairs to

Hazardous Area Equipment, having

attended the AEMT courses for Hazardous

Area Equipment repair.

Control Gear Sales:
There is a very substantial trade counter,

which carries a comprehensive stock of

control equipment, variable speed drives,

detection, and automation products. They

have a very large range of electric motor

starters in stock including Direct on Line,

Star Delta, and wound rotor starters.  Staff

in this department have a vast experience

and undergo regular training, with product

knowledge being a key aspect of the

companies service.

Park Gate have been authorised agents

for Telemecanique Control Equipment for

over 25 years. Their trade counter hold

major stocks of the Schneider Altistart

Softstarts, and Altivar Drives from 0.18kW

to 630kW. Other products support their

panel building and contracting side such as

Socomec Isolators and Switches, Kraus &

Naimer Control Switches, Telecontrol

Timers, Releco Relays, Allen-Bradley

Guardmaster Safety Equipment, Square D

Industrial Controls, Sarel Enclosures, Skot

Transformers, Bussmann Fuses, and IME

Panel Meters.

The Electrical Contracting
Department:
About half the staff are employed in the

very busy Electrical Contracting Department

run by Paul Emmerson, and supported by

Ian Atkinson. It is one of the largest

electrical contracting firms in Cumbria, with

a highly skilled workforce built up over many

years. The company are members of the

ECA and an NIC approved contractor. All of

their electricians hold CSCS Health and

Safety cards, and some are COMPEX trained

to work in hazardous area environments. 

Their work comprises a variety of

installation projects in food manufacture,

the Petro-chemical industry, sawmills,

paper-making, and a host of other

commercial and industrial situations; these

range from small repair jobs and

breakdowns, to major power and lighting

installations, as well as complex production

and process control plant projects. 

The contracting side also works closely

with the Panel Building Department, where

Shaun Bell and a handful of staff design and

assemble the control panels. They will make

panels to customers individual requirements,

and can incorporate starting equipment, multi

motor control centres, inverter drives, and

variable speed drive packages, P.L.C.

programming and other complex drive

systems. Their engineers install and

commision their panels, and utilise a full

Autocad drafting package for all their projects. 

Although based in Carlisle they work all

over the country, and have just won a

contract for around half a million pounds in

London, and another contract in the same

week for around £150,000. This will

continue to stretch the company, which is

just beginning to show signs of bulging at

the seams. It is very rewarding to see a

business that has continued to train

apprentices for its future, with JTL on the

contracting side, and the AEMT/JTL on the

machine repair side. In fact the whole

operation works extremely well with all the

departments supporting each other. They

continue to grow organically, and like most

family firms offer a total commitment to

training, and the job security of their staff.

But every Alladin’s Cave has a number

of unusual gems sparkling on the floor. In

this case it was an idle dream created

whilst Robert Park was walking with a group

of friends on the Isle of Lewis. The dream

became a reality, when they reintroduced

the Ecclefechan Malt Whisky. I’m not sure

whether there is a Park-Gate part number

for it, but it is worth remembering for next

Christmas if not before!

www.park-gate.co.uk

Some of the larger HT motors for sale and reconditioning.

‘‘
’’

It is very rewarding to see a
business that has continued to
train apprentices for its future,
with JTL on the contracting
side, and the AEMT/JTL on
the machine repair side. In
fact the whole operation
works extremely well with all
the departments supporting
each other. They continue to
grow organically, and like most
family firms offer a total
commitment to training, and
the job security of their staff.
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ARFON REWINDS (PUMPS, DRIVES & MOTORS)  LOCATIONS IN  NORTH WEST ENGLAND & WALES

UNIT 4 STADIUM COURT, BROMBOROUGH, WIRRAL, CHESHIRE CH62 3RN

TELE: 0151 334 6808 / FAX: 0151 346 1763 / E-Mail:   sales@arfonrewinds.com

  SIMPLE MODULAR AC DRIVES  SIMPLE MODULAR AC DRIVES

  VECTOR AC DRIVES  VECTOR AC DRIVES

  DRIVES MOUNTED IN PANELS  DRIVES MOUNTED IN PANELS

  DC THYRISTOR DRIVES  DC THYRISTOR DRIVES

  DYNAMIC BRAKE RESISTORS  DYNAMIC BRAKE RESISTORS

  DC DRIVE ACCESSORIES  DC DRIVE ACCESSORIES

  AC DRIVE ACCESSORIES  AC DRIVE ACCESSORIES

EXCELLENT STOCKSEXCELLENT STOCKS

RE-SALE TERMS FOR AEMTRE-SALE TERMS FOR AEMT

MEMBERSMEMBERS

DELIVERIES THROUGHOUTDELIVERIES THROUGHOUT

THE UKTHE UK

AC DRIVES FROM STOCKAC DRIVES FROM STOCK

DC DRIVES FROM STOCKDC DRIVES FROM STOCK

MANUFACTURERMANUFACTURER’’S WARRANTYS WARRANTY

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORTFULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTCREDIT CARD PAYMENT

OR OPEN AN ACCOUNTOR OPEN AN ACCOUNT A
ndy Glover of WEG UK unravels 

what constitutes a high efficiency

electric motor.

CEMEP, the European Committee of

Manufacturers of Electrical Machines and

Power Electronics, classifies high efficiency

electric motors into three categories: EFF3

machines, which are basically standard

motors; EFF2 types that provide improved

efficiency; and EFF1 motors that provide

premium efficiency. In addition, some

companies also provide Top Premium

Efficiency machines (EFF1+) that exceed all

the requirements of CEMEP’s EFF1 level.

The motors included in the CEMEP

categories are designated as 2 or 4 pole, 3-

phase AC squirrel cage induction machines;

totally enclosed and fan ventilated in the

range 1.1 to 90kW. Above the 90kW figure,

in the UK the Water Industry Mechanical

and Electrical Specification (WIMES 3.03)

has been adopted as the benchmark

against which qualifying products under the

Government’s Enhanced Capital Allowance

(ECA) scheme must comply. The WIMES

specification lays down minimum full load

efficiencies for 2 & 4 pole electric motors in

the ranges 110-400kW and 6 & 8 pole

motors in the range 5.5-315kW as well as

minimum requirements for power factors

and ¾ load efficiency values.

Under the CEMEP classifications, motors

rated as EFF1 offer the highest efficiencies:

in the mid 90% range These motors will, on

average, reduce energy losses by up to 40%,

and provide a payback on investment within

one year where high operating hours are

experienced. The lower classification EFF2

motors also produce savings, of around 20%

per year, providing satisfactory efficiency with

a minimum price premium. The remaining,

EFF3 category motors, are the motors which

EFF1 and EFF2 motors are designed to

replace. They offer very low levels of

efficiency and do not represent a good long-

term investment. It has been calculated that

replacing EFF3 motors with EFF2 could save

Europe 300 million Euros a year.

The labels appearing on motor rating

plates denote the efficiency rating of a

motor; however, there is some conjecture

among manufacturers as to the veracity of

some claims to high efficiency.  In effect,

what constitutes a high efficiency motor?

The definition of a high efficiency motor

is one that accomplishes more work per

unit of electricity consumed than a standard

motor. What makes this possible is a

combination of improved design, better

materials and improved construction.                                                      

Specifically, high efficiency motors have

higher quality and thinner steel laminations

in their stators, more copper in their

windings, better quality insulation, reduced

fan losses and closer machining tolerances.

They save energy by reducing a number of

WHAT DEFINES A 
HIGH EFFICIENCY
ELECTRIC MOTOR?

The definition of a
high efficiency
motor is one that
accomplishes more
work per unit of
electricity
consumed than a
standard motor.
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motor losses, including stator and rotor

resistance, friction (in bearings and

brushes), windage (in fans or auxiliary

machines) and load losses. 

Determining Motor Efficiency
In Europe the recognised motor efficiency

testing protocol is IEC 60034-2. According

to this, there are two ways of determining

the efficiency of an AC electric motor:

• By summation of losses

• By total loss measurement

To calculate the efficiency of a motor by the

summation of losses test, each of the

constant and load losses has to be

measured.  The additional losses are

assumed to be 0.5% of the rated input for

motors.  The efficiency is then calculated by

the following equation:

On the other hand, the total loss test is

based on the measurement of input and

output power and the efficiency is

calculated by the equation below:

IEC 60034-2 states that the choice of test

to be made depends on the information

required, the accuracy required and the type

and size of the machine involved.  

Unless otherwise specified, the

guaranteed efficiency of a machine is that

which is based on the determination of

separate losses.                                                                                                                                                     

The input and output power test is

highly sensitive to the equipment used.  In

fact, any inaccuracy in these measurements

appears as a direct error in the efficiency,

e.g. with an accuracy of power

measurement not better than 1% the

efficiency can be 2% in error. This is not so

critical for smaller motors, but can lead to

high inaccuracies for larger machines. In

view of this, IEC 60034-2 states that the

preferred test for polyphase induction

machines is the method of summation of

losses.  The latter test costs more for the

motor manufacturer, as it demands more

time to carry out. Hence, some

manufacturers tend to standardise on the

input and output test.

EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT
AFFECT EFFICIENCY
In addition to measuring motor efficiency it

is also important from an end user

standpoint to address the external factors,

which may influence motor efficiency in-situ.

These can be quantified as follows.

Constant Losses
Core losses in an electric motor vary with the

voltage and frequency. Therefore, when a

motor is fed by a supply with some harmonic

content, (i.e. motors fed by inverters) its iron

losses will increase.  A variation in the

supply voltage, quite common in some types

of industry, also affects motor efficiency by

changing iron losses.

Mechanical Losses
If a motor is required to operate at different

speeds its losses due to friction will vary.  If

bearings are overgreased, these losses will

increase.  Misalignment can also increase

bearing friction and therefore affect motor

efficiency.  Rubber sealed bearings have

higher friction losses than open bearings

and should be avoided for optimum

efficiency.  A poor fan design can also

decrease motor efficiency.                                                   

Load Losses
In a non-sinusoidal supply, the harmonic

distortion causes an increase in iron losses

due to the high frequency of the harmonics.

However, these harmonics can also

increase the winding’s losses, but in a

smaller proportion once they depend on the

squared current.                                                                                                           

For example, a harmonic of current

equal to 10% of the fundamental generates

only 1% of the winding’s losses. These

additional losses are responsible for an extra

heat on the motor, resulting in an increase in

the winding's electrical resistance. An

excessive ambient temperature or improper

cooling will have a similar effect. 

To quantify the effect of the higher

electrical resistance take, for instance, a

150kW, 2pole 400V 50Hz induction motor

with a winding resistance of R = 0.0108Ω at

21.6°C. Assuming this motor has a

temperature rise of 88.2°C at rated load, its

winding resistance at this temperature is R’ =

0.01526Ω. Hence, at working temperature, its

resistance is increased by 41.3%. Therefore

the I2R losses increase by 41.3% from

ambient to rated temperature. This makes it

clear that the efficiency must be measured at

the motor's working temperature.

WEG offers one of the widest ranges of

high efficiency motors for use in all types of

environments: normal industrial, offshore,

and hazardous, where combustible dust

and gases are present. They also introduced

the W21 Line of motors to be one of the

most energy efficient ranges on the market

today. This Top Premium line provides

efficiencies of up to 96.8%. It complies with

and, in many cases, exceeds, the demands

of CEMEP’s EFF 1 and EFF 2 classifications.

Website: www.weg.net
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The services that repair companies

offer stretch literally around the world.

Recently Wyko at Maidenhead were

asked to carry out a thermographic survey of

the RRS Ernest Shackleton. The British

Atlantic Survey (BAS) vessel regularly spends

over six months deployed in the Antartic. She

was built in Norway in 1995 and acquired by

the Natural Environment Research Council,

which includes BAS. The captain Graham

Chapman has a crew of 22, looking after 50

scientists, and a doctor. The 4,000 tonnes

gross vessel is 80 metres long and draws a

little under 7.5 metres, and even has a

helicopter deck, but not her own helicopter.

The final servicing of the RRS Ernest

Shackleton was carried out at Portland Port,

before departing to the other side of the

world. In the Antarctic she operates in

extreme conditions including pack ice, as a

scientific research ship, and provides

logistic support to the Antarctic research

stations. Packing the ship for such a long

voyage creates its own problems, the ship

has to be totally reliable and totally self

sufficient. There is no opportunity to

replenish, if anything is left behind, and

everything has to be loaded in the reverse

order in which it is pre-planned to come out,

which presents its own challenges.

Safety and reliability is therefore of

paramount importance.  Such hazardous

work requires all systems to be operating

within specified limits and to ensure safety

of the boat and crew is maintained. Under

new Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)

requirements, it is now mandatory for all

ships to undergo testing to identify surface

temperatures that are unacceptably high

(over 220°C) and therefore pose a fire risk

in the engine room. By using state-of-the-art

thermal imaging equipment, vessels can

now have a complete survey carried out,

and gain their annual SOLAS certification.

In order to make sure electrical and

exhaust components meet these

requirements, the ship has to be at sea where

systems are fully operational. Because of this

Scott Whitby from Wyko in Maidenhead met

the RRS Ernest Shackleton in Tanager,

Norway, and joined the ship for three days to

sail back to Portsmouth, so that he could carry

out the thermographic survey under full

operating conditions. 

In all, over sixty pieces of mechanical

and electrical equipment were scanned over

the first two days of the voyage, which

resulted in over twenty areas of concern and

recommendations for rectifying the faults.

Whist relatively little work was required to

Wyko take the heat out of
an Ice Breaker

The RRS Ernest Shackleton back in the Antartic.
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Transoil: Cold cooling fins due to low oil level in a
transformer (Photos by Flir)

Load tap v and t: Overheating contacts inside this
load tap changer on a main power transformer has
caused a dramatic increase in the temperature of the
oil inside, posing a potentially dangerous situation. 
A normal load tap changer is usually cooler then the
main tank. (Photos by Flir).

Load tap v and t: Overheating contacts inside this
load tap changer on a main power transformer has
caused a dramatic increase in the temperature of the
oil inside, posing a potentially dangerous situation. 
A normal load tap changer is usually cooler then the
main tank. (Photos by Flir).

Motor Vi IR: Thermograph of an overloaded and
inefficient motor (photos supplied by Flir).

Securing the vessel in the antartic by Skibob.

A page of the thermograph report highlighting poor
insulation on the incinerator fan casing.

correct the faults, the pre-emptive

maintenance enabled the ship to meet

SOLAS requirements and provided all the

information required to pass the safety

checks. It also prevented a potential circuit

failure in the main switch board breaker, as

well as air conditioning and de-icing cabinets.

A full report was produced on the

voyage, so that it could continue the next

leg of its journey to the Antarctic without

any delays in meeting this part of the

SOLAS requirements. 

Where reliability is paramount

thermography is an essential part of

condition monitoring and predictive

maintenance. It can quickly identify

equipment operating above its normal

temperatures, and can be invaluable if the

equipment is high up or relatively

inaccessible. In Control panels, switchgear,

transformers and circuit breakers hot spots

can be seen, whilst the equipment is in

operation, invaluable with High Voltage

equipment. Hot spots on motors, pumps,

gearboxes, fans, compressors and other

machinery can be identified. Any equipment

requiring a bearing change, or with bad

lubrication, or misaligned, or with belts

slipping can be repaired before a break

down occurs and really becomes a problem.

Producing a lot of heat also signifies

energy being wasted, and by eliminating hot

spots a great deal of energy can be saved.

Many users are requesting thermographic

surveys as a means to reducing their energy

bills. The cost of the survey more than

paying for itself in energy saved and

downtime avoided.

www.wyko.co.uk

www.flirthermography.co.uk

www.aemt.co.uk members locations 

and skills.
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Risk assessment is possibly the most

important tool in managing Health and

Safety, but what is it exactly?

In short, it is a careful examination of

everything in the workplace that could

cause harm to people, so that decisions can

be made as to whether enough precautions

have been taken, and whether additional

ones should be introduced to prevent harm.

For companies of 5 employees and over, the

assessment must be formally recorded

(although it is still highly recommended for

companies of less than 5 employees).

Who can perform a risk assessment?

We all make risk assessments every time

we cross a road or drive our car. However

Health and Safety risk assessment requires

a level of technical and legal understanding

that is important when considering the legal

credibility of a ‘suitable and sufficient’ risk

assessment as required by law.

This is often referred to in Health and

Safety circles as ‘competence,’ and is taken

to mean having relevant formal

qualifications, experience and training, the

level of which should be commensurate to

the size of the risk. A risk assessor in a low-

risk environment, such as a small office, will

not necessarily need to be trained and

qualified to the same level as an assessor

in a higher-risk environment, where the

risks to life and wellbeing can be far greater.

What is involved in a risk assessment?

There are many different ways of performing a

risk assessment and due to the variable nature

of working environments, no one system is

necessarily best suited to the task at hand.

Some systems can be tied in with quality

management systems and some may use their

own hazard scoring and rating systems.

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)

recommend five simple steps to risk

assessment:

1. Identify the hazards

2. Identify who could be harmed and how

3. Evaluate the risks

4. Record the significant findings

5. Monitor and review the assessment

A hazard is something that has the

potential to cause harm. Legislation,

Approved Codes of Practice, and guidance

material are also useful sources of

information concerning hazards, as are

British and European Standards, and

standards produced by trade associations.

Employees and their representatives should

be consulted in order to discover hazards,

which might otherwise not be obvious.

Identifying persons who could be

harmed is fairly straightforward, but people

who are not immediately apparent should

be considered, such as maintenance

workers, contractors, visitors and members

of the public.

Evaluating the risk is where the issue of

competence really comes into play. This

takes a certain amount of technical

knowledge and experience depending on

the subject being assessed. As stated

before different methods of evaluation exist

and a decision must be made as to which is

the most relevant.

The format of the assessment and

record of significant findings is often a

matter of debate and again a decision must

be made as to which is most suitable. For

most circumstances a simple record is

preferable to an overly complicated one.

Finally it is important that the

assessment is closely monitored to ensure

its continued relevance. For example if a

new varnish, cleaning chemical, or machine

is added, then it may be necessary to

review a previous assessment, or if the

changes are especially significant,

undertake a new one.

Website: www.cronerconsulting.co.uk

another employee in the power switch-room

turned on the electricity. There were no

systems for locking off the power, and only

tape to indicate which circuit could be

switched on or off.

The HSE investigation found that the

contractors were working excessive hours

(longer than 48 hours within a specified

reference period) to get the job finished. This

may have resulted in poor decision-making.

The employers should have carried out a Risk

Assessment for the work, and also have

ensured that adequate signage was used to

indicate which power circuit could be turned

on, and other circuits should have been

padlocked. Furthermore, the company

should have had better procedures for a

power lock-off, and a better system for

controlling access to the switch room.

Provided by Croners, who operate The

AEMT Business Helpline on health and

safety matters.

Companies were warned by the Health

and Safety Executive (HSE) that they must

ensure the safety of all employees after a

construction company was ordered to pay a

total of £100,000 fines and £33,000 costs

at the Central Criminal Court in London.

A 28-year-old employee was

electrocuted, whilst wiring a water-unit, as

Journalaemt

A Simple Guide to 
Risk Assessment
Provided by Croner Consulting, who undertake risk assessments, and also provide risk

assessment training.

Huge Fine After Worker Is Electrocuted
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HEAD OFFICE

12-18 Radstock Street, Battersea,

London, SW11 4AT

Tel: 020 7228 3343   

Fax: 020 7924 1887

Email: info@wilsonelectric.co.uk

NORTHERN DEPOT

Prospect Street Works, Prospect

Street, Huddersfield, HD1 2NU

Tel: 01484 548555 

Fax: 01484 548666

Email: simon@wilsonelectric.co.uk

MOTOR SALES DIGIBOOKS

www.wilsonelectric.co.uk/motors_f.exe

(1.23 MB)

MAIN DIGIBOOKS

www.wilsonelectric.co.uk/main_f.exe

(1.64 MB)

EMERGENCY CALL-OUT NO.s

Tel: 020 7233 2934

Mobile: 07769 677491

Tel: 020 8644 5627

Mobile: 07778 4477708

Tel: 020 7237 3291

Mobile: 07767 456996

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kenworth 

Importers and Stockists of Quality Electric Motors  

 

Divisions of Kenworth Products Ltd 
U.K Distributors for FFD, E.M.G, Electromotor and Bartec-Varnost 

Universal   
Motors 

Martlesham Heath, Suffolk 
Tel: +44(0)1473 636 102  Fax: +44(0)1473 333 277 
Web-site: www.kenworthproducts.co.uk 
e-mail: sales@universalmotors.demon.co.uk 

Honley, Holmfirth, West Yorkshire 
Tel: +44(0)1484 660 222  Fax: +44(0)1484 660 333 
Web-site: www.kenworthproducts.co.uk 
e-mail: enquiries@Kenworthproducts.co.uk 

KEM 
KENWORTH ELECTRIC MOTORS 

Products  

Three Phase 
EFF1 

Single Phase 
Multi-speed 
High Output 

Brake Motors 

EExd(e) 
Marine Motors 

Slip Ring 
Nema 

B56 Fractional 
DC Motors 

Coolant Pumps 
Forced Ventilation 

1. Eriks Zvaigzne from Brook Crompton and Steve
Park from Gamak.

2. John Moody of Anglo Carbon Contacts with
Tony Wilcock of Lawton Electrical.

3. Beth Thomas of Lawton Electrical.
4. David Goater of the ICWA.

Members of the AEMT met at the Brownsover Hall Hotel in Rugby. The

large Gothic House had been the home of Frank Whittleʼs team at

Power Jets, who designed the first jet engines, originally working for

BTH in Rugby. 

At the meeting the new AEMT business support helpline was

introduced by Cronerʼs, the market leader in providing help and

guidance on employment law, health and safety, tax and vat, etc. 

Colin Brewster of Dowding and Mills took over as Chairman of the

Midland Area from Philip Bourne of HG Rewinds, who is now Vice

President of the Association. The Chairman was pleased to be able to

welcome Peter Maguire and David Goater from the ICWA, as guests to

the meeting.

The AEMT at Rugby

1.

3. 4.

2.
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5. The President, Terry Kidd, with Peter Ryder of Taylor and Goodman, and
Colin Brewster of Dowding and Mills.

6. Colin Thomas of CEMB Hofmann UK with David Hesketh from Bowers
Electricals.

7. Peter Maguire of the ICWA with Roy Hirst of PAR. 
8. Mike Mitten of Houghton International talking to Mark Robinson of Wire

Electric Supplies.

5.

6.

8.

7.



Keen prices and excellent stocks of
all types of electric motor and air
driven pumps.

Industrial... Process... Food... HVAC... etc...

Replacement parts and kits supplied
for all makes and models.

Submersible... Helical Rotor...Multistage... etc...

CALL FOR A QUOTATION OR CATALOGUE

An independent   family run business established in 1976

SHEPHERD ROAD, GLOUCESTER GL2 5EL

MECHANICAL SEAL SPECIALISTS

0800 1077867
FAX: (01452) 303691

WHOLESALE PRICES
RETAIL SERVICE!


